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Foreword
Sir PhiliP lowe

I am sure that Volume I of Liber Amicorum will contain many learned articles that
will honour the work of Fred Jenny. With his renowned intellectual curiosity and
rigour, Fred will certainly read all of them thoroughly and may even provide some
feedback to the authors on the robustness of their arguments…
This contribution has a much more modest objective. It is to pay tribute to Fred
Jenny’s enormous contribution to the development of competition policies throughout
the world, and in particular to the substantial international convergence in law and
practice which he has tirelessly and successfully promoted for more than 25 years.
In 1994, when Fred first became Chair of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development (OECD) Competition Committee, there were only a limited number
of jurisdictions in the world which could claim to have anything resembling an
established tradition of competition law or competition policy. There were also
considerable differences in the stated objectives, the tests, the analytical methods
and the institutional structures in different countries. Even within individual countries,
laws and policies changed over time with little obvious parallelism or convergence
with developments in other countries.
On substance and methods, there were major differences. To name but a few, the US
had a strong record in antitrust, but what had started as a policy built on trust-busting,
protecting the small and weak against the big and strong, evolved over time into one
based on maintaining and promoting consumer welfare. Detailed economic and
effects-based analysis of the actual or potential market impact of a business transaction
or conduct displaced previous presumptions of anti-competitive harm. Influenced
as it had been by previous US law and policy, German cartel law, and subsequently
European law, was more ordoliberal and object-based. It sought to guarantee the
process of competition on the market, not consumer welfare. French and UK competition policies were explicitly aimed at promoting “the public interest”, while Canada
adopted a “total welfare” criterion.
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As far as processes and institutions were concerned, countries had also gone down
different competition roads. Some, like the US, had a prosecutorial enforcement
system, while most jurisdictions in Europe had administrative systems. Similarly,
some pursued cartels on the basis of criminal rather than administrative law. Some
fined the companies responsible, others put their employees in jail.
More generally, many countries preferred to regulate to deal with competition whereas
others argued that you should “let the market work”.
To make sense of this diversity of laws and policies and to make recommendations
as to what might be best practice in competition law and policy, a clear thinker with
exceptional powers of enquiry and analysis was required. It required someone who
knew how markets worked and also how they sometimes don’t work. It required
someone who could easily grasp the interplay between economics and law. It also
required someone who was prepared to listen patiently to all views but be prepared
to stimulate debate and critically comment on those views.
In this respect, Fred Jenny has certainly been the right man in the right place at the
right time. In a sense, in addition to being professor of economics, he has also had
to be a professor of comparative (competition) religion.
The Socratic method has certainly been Fred’s trademark. It is said that Socrates
“asked questions but did not answer them, claiming to lack wisdom concerning the
subjects about which he questioned others.” If Fred Jenny asks the questions, you
can be sure that he has got his answers prepared, even if diplomacy and politeness
hold him back from letting you know what they are. Within the OECD Committee,
heads of competition authorities such as I, have been only too aware of the formidable
nature of a Fred Jenny inquisition. In the first place, the topics which the Committee
has been asked to discuss have been carefully chosen by Fred and usually relate to
the key challenges you are facing (or you are about to face although you don’t know
it) in the work of your authority. So, it was in your interest to prepare your presentation
well. Woolly thinking, “langue de bois”, reading out of formal statements without
understanding them, as well as long, repetitive tedious interventions would be
punished unmercifully by further questioning by the Chair or simply by Fred’s
unfailing ability to bring back the discussion to the essential issues he wanted us to
address.
If Fred’s principal analytical tool has been dialectic, a host of OECD recommendations and reports on competition issues – on hard core cartels, on merger review, on
public utilities, on the conduct of investigations and on exchange of information – bear
witness to his equally remarkable powers of synthesis.
The fruits of Fred Jenny’s efforts are evident in the degree of international convergence already achieved in competition laws and policies, as well as in the use of
best-practice institutional structures, procedures and analytical methods. Under his
chairmanship, the OECD Committee, together with the International Competition
Network, has made a major contribution to the progressive establishment of compeVI
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tition laws and policies in most countries of the world. And Fred Jenny’s personal
commitment and advocacy has arguably had as much impact in emerging and
developing countries as in member countries of the OECD.
No one who has been involved in efforts for more international convergence in
competition laws and policies over the last 30 years would want to claim any major
breakthrough. If 10 years ago, there seemed to be an emerging consensus on the
need for an exclusively competition-related test for mergers, today many voices are
again arguing for a public interest test of some kind. Perhaps too many thought, at
that time, that the case for criminal rather than administrative sanctions against cartels
was gaining ground. Yet, today, the record of criminal enforcement (outside the
United States) looks modest.
At least one can say, thanks to the outstanding intellectual leadership of Fred Jenny,
that we know much more clearly why competition laws and policies are still very
different and why the challenge of international convergence is likely to be a more
or less permanent one.
In Oliver Goldsmith’s poem “The Deserted Village” he recalled how all those who
knew him revered the knowledge and wisdom of the formidable village schoolmaster:
and still they gazed, and still the wonder grew,
That one small head could carry all he knew.
All of us who have been taught, orchestrated and impressed by the now outgoing
Chair of the OECD Committee would express the same sentiment about Fred Jenny.
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Why Economists Should Design and
Enforce Competition Laws
in Developing Countries
iAn Mcewin*
Competition Consulting Asia

Abstract
Frédéric Jenny has made an outstanding contribution to the economic understanding
of competition laws around the world for more than 25 years. But, at the end of the
day, lawyers rather than economists run competition law. Lawyers in developing
countries mostly design (copy) competition legislation and run competition agencies
because both before and once enacted the problem is seen as legal rather than
economic. So, competition laws are simply copied from the United States and Europe,
implicitly assuming anti-competitive practices are the same and can be remedied
similarly. Local economic circumstances and institutions are paid lip service or
largely ignored. This chapter argues new competition laws and institutions in developing countries should not be the “handmaidens of lawyers”, who mostly do not
understand real-world economics, but rather economics determined within the legal
system. Practical economists should determine what anti-competitive practices should
be remedied taking into account local conditions and the costs of intervention.

*

Ian McEwin heads Competition Consulting Asia. He has a law degree and PhD in economics from the Australian
National University. He has been an expert witness in major litigation in Australia and New Zealand. From 2002
to 2008 he worked for the Singapore Government (two years with the Ministry of Trade & industry helping with
the design and implementation of competition law, and then for four years as the foundation Chief Economist for
the Singapore Competition Commission).
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Why Economists Should Design and Enforce Competition Laws in Developing Countries

Use of economics in judicial decision-making is not dangerous at its core,
but it holds great potential for misuse in ways that are relatively
undetectable, and those who use economics generously tend to do so in
ways that are not transparent.1

I. Introduction: Economics and Competition Law
This chapter argues that economists, not lawyers, should design new competition
laws in developing countries. Enforcement should also be decided by economists
not lawyers. Lawyers live in world of legislation and judicial decisions which, only
by accident, is related to determining real-world economic policies. The tendency
of lawyers to look to other jurisdictions for laws and decisions to copy makes lawyers
particularly unsuited to promoting competition in developing countries. The realities
of local economics should prevail.
Fred Jenny has been foremost in promoting understanding of competition economics
around the world for more than 25 years. I first met Fred in Australia about 30 years
ago. He had made some comments on a paper I was presenting to the annual Australian
Law Council’s Trade Practices Workshop, an event comprising mainly lawyers, with
a few judges and economists thrown in. Fred was friends with Maureen Brunt (like
Fred, the holder of a PhD in economics from Harvard). I had come into competition
law by accident in the mid 1980s. Maureen asked me to co-teach an undergraduate
course in the Economics Faculty at Monash University called “Competition and
Regulation”. She also asked me to contribute to a competition law course in the
master’s programme in the Law Faculty.
Maureen was the leading industrial organisation economist in Australia at the time
and was also a founding member of the Competition Tribunal. Maureen and I argued
a great deal about the merits of Harvard versus Chicago economics in class. It was
an exciting time and I learned a great deal from her. She had a major impact on
judicial understanding of competition law economics in the Federal Court. We both
were concerned that competition law improve economic outcomes given local
circumstances.
Following post-second world war industry protection, Australia was opening up its
economy to competition by reducing tariffs, the privatisation of state-owned enterprises and liberalising major sectors including the financial sector. In 1965, a Trade
Practices Act was passed, based on the English model. A confidential register of
anti-competitive agreements was set up. Maureen Brunt noted in relation to the 1965
Act that:

1
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The Bill proceeds on the basis that indiscriminate trust-busting is inappropriate since a high degree of market concentration is inevitable. It recognizes
that this implies that policy must be concerned not only with horizontal
agreements but also with the vertical practices of monopolies and tight
oligopolies. It sets up a specially constituted tribunal rather than relying
on the ordinary courts. A registration system procedure for examinable
agreements is admirably designed to minimize the costs and harassments
of investigation and to enable the purposeful selection of cases.2
The initial Commissioner of Trade Practice (and subsequently the first Chairman of
the Trade Practices Commission), Ron Bannerman, told me he was astounded at the
breadth and complexity of the anti-competitive practices registered. Standard
economics did not deal with most of them. Interestingly, the Commissioner and the
Trade Practices Tribunal were both non-judicial bodies. The aim was to base competition policy and law on the economic realities in Australia at the time.
Due to some concerns that the 1965 Act did not go far enough, and a belief that
problems would be solved by passing forward-looking, anticipatory, legislation, in
1974 the Australian Trade Practices Act was passed. While the 1965 Act had been
based on the English model, the 1974 Act was based on the United States Sherman
and Clayton Acts. As Maureen Brunt described:
… we are about to move from a system centring on upon case-by-case
non-judicial examination to a dual enforcement system (general prohibitions
enforced in the courts coupled with case-by-case non-judicial exemptions)
… this is court-centred legislation; its success or failure will depend
altogether upon its fate in the courts.3
So, the result was a move from competition law principles determined by case-bycase examination of economic realities to a general prohibition system derived from
the United States that had been designed to curb the power of trusts. Australia, like
the United States, introduced legislation which anticipates possible anti-competitive
business conduct and which is interpreted and enforced by lawyers in courts. While
the 1974 Act took some account of the practices detailed on the Register, the Act
essentially codified the United States jurisprudence at the time. The Act has, until
recently, resisted change. The current Act still contains a large number of sections
dealing with vertical restraints that reflect pre-Chicago economics. Legislation has
a way of being set in stone that lags economic structures, institutions and economic
thinking. All the more reason to be careful in implementing competition law in
developing countries – where the design and enforcement could protect privilege
rather than promote competition.

2
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As a student of industrial organisation in the early 1970s, I wondered whether
Australia should simply copy legislation and case law from the United States, to be
interpreted both by tribunals (comprising judges, economists and business people)
and general courts. There were major underlying differences in economic conditions
and institutions between the two countries. While legal systems were roughly similar
(the Australian Federal Constitution owes much to the United States), in general,
the Australian economy was far more protected and regulated. Given that up to that
time federal economic policy-making in Australia was controlled by economists, I
wondered whether the control of anti-competitive business practices should be given
over to Australian lawyers. Wasn’t the economics more important? Shouldn’t
economists design and control enforcement? Wouldn’t lawyers use United States
case law as the model for intervention, not Australian economic conditions? But
lawyers had won, and the 1974 Act reduced the relative importance of economists
in curbing anti-competitive practices.
My interest in the appropriate design of competition law and its enforcement has
persisted over the next 40 years, as I became more and more involved in competition
regulation and litigation in Australia, New Zealand and South East Asia. It became
clear that most countries, like Australia, simply followed developed country competition legislation. Little or no attempt was made to actually assess the actual impact
of alleged anti-competitive practices in a local context, much less whether the costs
of regulation exceeded any benefits. No examination was made as to whether the
legal system was the best way of regulating anti-competitive conduct both in terms
of administrative costs and the likelihood of error. As a result, I saw lawyers and
judges with limited experience or expertise in business economics making decisions
that impacted considerably on business practices. The complexity of legislation that
tried to pre-judge in detail what was anti-competitive meant that competition lawyers
prospered as business understood less and less. The quality of decisions was determined mainly on legal standards rather than the impact on the economy. Little effort
was made to ascertain empirically whether particular business practices had adverse
effects in the local context. Nor were interventions evaluated to assess whether they
improved economic outcomes.
Despite the fact that most competition law legislation expressly states that economic
goals are to be promoted, many lawyers in every jurisdiction where I have worked
have expressed disdain for the use of economics. This was usually based on ignorance
of economics. Lawyers often see economics as inimical to legal values of distributional fairness and rights. For example:
The detractor asserts that law and economics is dangerous, corruptive, and
the enemy of rights and values. The proponent asserts that economics is
merely a useful tool for producing knowledge or at least better unde
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standing, and that greater knowledge is critical in helping society reach
whatever objectives it may have.4
The United States pioneered the use of economics in competition law. Australia
stressed the importance of economics from the beginning and Europe did so more
recently. But in Europe non-economic goals such as economic integration are also
pursued. Multiple goals make competition law outcomes harder to predict in advance.
In Europe, the weight given to different goals may vary from case to case depending
on judicial preferences and understanding (not economic consequences). One strategy
developing countries can use to minimise effective competition law enforcement is
to have multiple goals.
But as lawyers control competition law and its outcomes, law rather than economics
is paramount. For example, in the United States:
The role of the courts is not to decree economic policy but rather to
implement antitrust policies enacted by Congress. Antitrust has always
been a fact-specific enterprise and courts need to restore the proper balance
between fact finding and economic theory by confining economic theory
to those areas where it assists antitrust analysis and discarding theory where
it gets in the way. In short, we need to return to simple, predictable and
administrable – but informed – antitrust rules.5
In Europe, Advocate General Kokott similarly notes:
It is my view that, in its replies, the signal effect of which is likely to extend
well beyond the present case, . . . the Court should not allow itself to be
influenced so much by current thinking (Zeitgeist) or ephemeral trends but
should have regard rather to the legal foundations on which the prohibition
of abuse of a dominant position rests in EU law.6
That is the legal way – legislate potentially anti-competitive conduct in detail in
advance to provide certainty for business. But are the benefits of certainty resulting
from proscribing anti-competitive conduct in advance subject to non-expert judicial
interpretation preferable to a system of case-by-case examination of practices by
those with business and economic expertise who are in a better position to determine
the economic effect of anti-competitive practices? After all it is possible to be
precisely wrong.
Most developing counties simply copy prohibitions from developed countries – in
practice these days from the European Union. As a result, most developing country
4
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jurisdictions allow competition regulators with economic expertise to initially
investigate and penalise anti-competitive conduct, subject to judicial review.
Competition law in developed countries mostly focuses on allocative (or short-term)
efficiency. Promoting competition drives prices down to cost, ensuring goods and
services are produced at lowest cost and so benefiting consumers. While innovation
is considered, it is usually secondary, as the focus is primarily on the effect of
anti-competitive conduct on price and output.
After considerable practical experience in a number of countries over more than 30
years, I now believe that economists should play a much greater role in the design
of competition law rules and also control competition law decisions – not lawyers.
In particular, the legal system is not well suited to promoting competition in new
jurisdictions with varying economic conditions and institutions. Simply copying the
United States or European models is not only costly but unlikely to be appropriate,
particularly in countries where business practices differ, and judges lack any
economics training or worse, are corrupt.

II. The Use of Economics in the United States and Europe
and its Relevance to Developing Countries
Countries usually introduce competition law to promote economic growth, so
economics should drive the introduction and implementation of competition law.
Starting in the 1970s, the United States went through an antitrust revolution
as it moved from multiple public interest goals to a singular goal based on
economic analysis. The end result of that revolution is that antitrust in the
United States has some variation of economic efficiency as its sole goal
(based on a welfare standard of either total welfare or consumer welfare). 7
Economics, ideally, is an empirical discipline. Yet empirical work showing that
competition law is welfare-enhancing is mixed. For example, an early study by
Crandall and Winston8 argued that US competition law has been largely ineffective
due to problems in separating competitive from anti-competitive conduct, as well
the ability of markets to stop anti-competitive conduct. Subsequent studies have
come to different conclusions. So how can developing countries distinguish between
good and bad conduct? Through economic studies or evolution in the legal system?
Even in the United States, some believe that lawyers are mostly not good at judging
efficient conduct (i.e. based on its economic effect) – even with the help of economists.
As Roger Noll, former Stanford University economics professor puts it:
7
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Lots of fairly silly ideas, from an economics point of view, are embedded
in the law by case decisions. Lawyers have to be driven by precedent, so
sometimes they’re forced to make arguments that are silly, not because they
don’t know they’re silly, but because that’s what the law is.9
Europe based its competition law prohibitions on those in the United States. However,
“[i]n Europe … the shift to greater economic analysis … in competition law started
in earnest only in the early 2000s.”10 While differences between the United States
and Europe in competition law decisions can be explained, in part, by differences in
the use of economics, differences also occur:
because of different sets of considerations, goals, and institutional design
issues … including noneconomic goals, which are more significantly
embedded in the European case law, and significant deference by European
courts to DG Competition in the conduct context.11
However, the effect of business conduct is situationally specific – the same conduct
can have different economic effects in different regions or countries. Where there
are economic and institutional differences, simply copying case law decisions from
other countries is unlikely to be welfare-enhancing. Even copying competition
prohibitions from other countries may be wrong because the prohibitions are based
on factors that may not be relevant to the adopting country.
Yet competition laws are copied from the developed West. Developing country
policy-makers and lawyers look to, and are trained, in developed countries by
attending courses in Europe and the United States where they learn the basis of
decisions in jurisdictions quite different to their own and where courses are taught
in highly desirable locations.
The main advantage of using the legal system to promote competition is that the
legal system designs rules of conduct that can be understood by businesses and which
allow for business certainty because rules are enforced based on those rules and past
decisions. Left solely to economists, competition law decisions would be made on
the basis of whether the alleged anti-competitive conduct reduced economic welfare
in each factual context. This provides less ex ante certainty but better (and more
costly) substantive decisions. However, less ex ante certainty can have an impact on
business decision-making in developing countries.
If the sole aim of competition law is to improve economic outcomes in developing
countries, then obviously interfering with business conduct (that may be inefficient
in developed countries but welfare-enhancing in developing countries) should be
9
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examined and judged by economists. Once there is a consensus that a competition
rule is welfare-enhancing, lawyers can then take over to ensure business certainty
and consistency in adjudication of disputes with the help of economists.
Competition law in Europe and the United States mainly focuses on promoting
allocative efficiency. But is this the appropriate economic goal for developing
economies? Should alleged anti-competitive practices be assessed on the basis of
the impact on short-term price and output? Some lessons may be learned from
development economics.
Cooter and Schafer divide the modern history of development economics into three
main eras.12 The first, from 1930 to 1975, focused on problems of insufficient capital
and the need to modernise. In developing countries, markets by themselves, it was
believed, did not do enough to properly allocate capital and transform agricultural
economies into industrial. So, development economists focused on industrial policies
where state leadership was required. Solutions varied by the extent of government
intervention: centrally planned economies under communism; state-enterprises under
socialism; extensive regulation under capitalism. The second era, from 1975 to 1990,
saw the development problem in terms of overreaching government – trade barriers,
subsidies and regulation. The role of governments should be limited. Markets should
be left alone to allow prices to reflect real economic costs and to allow flexibility
that ensured firms could respond quickly to changing economic circumstances. The
Washington Consensus focused on market liberalisation as the main source of growth,
achieved by reducing subsidies, trade barriers, entry barriers and unnecessary
regulation.
The third era, from 1990 until now, has focused on institutions, defined both in terms
of the rules (legal and social norms) that constrain business conduct and the organisations underpinning them. Institutions determine the result of economic policies
and so competition laws are likely to have different outcomes depending on the
institutions in a country. The third era promoted efficient markets, with the role of
the legal system being to provide stable institutions that promoted effective
(competitive and innovative) markets.
Importantly, New Institutional Economics (NIE) recognised that new institutions
are slow to develop. Yet policy makers continue to argue that developing countries
should adopt (transplanted) laws and organisational forms from developed countries
– including competition law. In nearly every case, little or no research was undertaken
as to whether simply transplanting competition laws was reasonable given considerable differences in institutional settings and whether its introduction was desirable
for developing countries. Nearly all the policy debate in developing countries (where
public) was conducted by lawyers unable to answer economic policy questions.
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NIE offers a way of examining the suitability of competition law in different institutional settings, including for developing countries. Joskow pointed to the problems
involved:
Antitrust legal rules must be sensitive to the attributes of the institutions
we rely upon to enforce antitrust policies, the information and analytical
capabilities these institutions possess, the uncertainties they must confront
in the diagnosis and mitigation of anticompetitive behavior and market
structures, and the associated costs of type I and type II errors implied by
alternative legal rules and remedies.13
Developing countries have not examined these issues. Instead, the major impetus
for transplanting competition laws came from the United States, largely driven by
a desire to reduce the costs of international trade and to provide greater legal certainty
for multinationals. Following a report by the US International Competition Policy
Advisory Committee (ICPAC),14 the International Competition Network was formed
in 2001:
The ICN is a network of established and newer competition agencies, with
the common aim of addressing practical antitrust enforcement and policy
issues. The ICN facilitates consensus-building and convergence toward
sound competition policy and practice across the global antitrust community.15
While doing a very good job in educating professionals around the world in the
economic and legal intricacies of competition law, little has been done to assess,
empirically, the benefits of its introduction or the economic suitability of US/European
models for underdeveloped countries. A major reason is that the debate is conducted
within the narrow confines of a lawyer-dominated model. Little or no research has
been conducted into the efficacy of transplanting competition laws to countries with
far less developed economies and institutions.

III. Competition Law and Economic Growth
Economic growth results from innovative actions. For advanced economies this
means technological product or process advancements. For developing countries,
technological change mainly results from trade and foreign investment, including
education. Innovation mostly occurs by adapting the way overseas markets work to
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local conditions and changing organisational forms to improve productivity. Innovations may be disruptive if local markets are weak due to poor property rights
protection, poor contract enforcement, lack of remedies against fraud and so on.
Researching and prescribing competition laws or administering a legal regime
appropriate to local conditions cannot be done within legal systems. Law and
economics research is required where the impact is empirically assessed. In practice,
lawyers operate within a legislative and judicial world, they mostly simply copy
laws from other jurisdictions without considering the economic and social conditions
in which they operate.
Obviously, the impact of economic policies depends on the way they are implemented,
i.e. the actual rules of the game and the impact they have on market conduct. Impact
depends not only on the rules themselves but also on enforcement effort and the
economic context to which they are applied. For example, a seller imposing
contractual restrictions on resale will not have any anti-competitive consequences
if contracts are not enforced.
Developing countries are usually concerned with more than economic efficiency.
Fairness is also often important. But political considerations are also important,
especially the impact on concentrated elite/business power. Competition law may
be seen as a way of weakening that power – even if less economic efficiency is the
result.
Before competition law is introduced there should be an understanding of the likely
impact of competition law on efficiency (both short-term allocative efficiency and
long-term innovation) as well as on other economic goals such as gross domestic
product, employment etc. As well, there should be an identification of regulation
that hinders competition. In Singapore, the default position was that competition law
would apply to all sectors unless the sector could put up a convincing case that other
policy goals outweighed any benefits from additional competition.
Douglas North argues that the success of the West resulted from its more efficient
economic institutions which led to the rise of capitalism and which depended on
private property protection and restrictions on elite power.16 As Vries describes:
The diffusion of social power is also thought to have caused, and been
caused by, the existence of a so-called “civil society” … There society had
countervailing power against government. Despotism and under-government
were thereby ruled out, with all the beneficial effects that it is supposed to
have had for development and growth. In such conditions, with a network
of mutual arrangements and a government that was held in check, trust
could arise, which could also enhance opportunities for growth.17
16
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Civil society does not effectively exist in many developing countries, so the protection
of property rights and restrictions on elite power are likely to be limited. Inserting
Western competition law in these circumstances may not be beneficial to the developing country except for elites, including the legal profession. It is possible that
implementing competition policies through the legal system could lead to worse
economic outcomes than if implemented by economists, if the legal system cannot
use economic tools. So why should developing countries follow a litigious legal
model where economic policy is delegated to lawyers largely untrained in economics?
Why, when dealing with competition matters, have economists become the
“handmaidens of the lawyers”.18 Should economists serve a secondary role in
developing countries?

IV. Why Copy Legislation from Developed Countries?
Lawyers now effectively control competition law in every jurisdiction, with economists playing a subsidiary and often minor role. Decisions on the competitive effects
of business conduct are largely decided by judges based on representations by counsel.
Decisions are made based on the merits of the legal arguments used within the
constraints set by competition legislation and prior judicial decisions. An important
determining factor is the resources available to each of the parties involved. This is
particularly important in developing countries where elites have the resources to
defeat competition regulators. A legal enforcement model means regulatory and
adjudicatory (mainly legal) costs are very high coupled with a low probability of
economically sound decisions. Decisions are made on the basis of limited facts
related to each specific case, even though decisions become applicable to similar
conduct in general in the economy – no attempt is made to assess whether decided
rules benefit the economy as a whole.
Criticism of judicial decisions or perceived new competition problems have often
led to proposals for reform. Usually, with limited empirical economic research,
reform proposals worked out in isolation continue to try to anticipate possible future
anti-competitive conduct in detail. Over time this has led, usually, to more and more
detailed regulation that business cannot understand without paying high legal fees.
The legal profession had wrested control. Transactions costs, error and regulatory
and legal costs have risen exponentially. This is the model copied by developing
countries.
Why should legislation be drafted in detail based on experience in another country?
Isn’t it better to try and deal with competition problems based on conditions in the
implementing country? Aren’t experienced business people and economists better
able to judge the overall impact of competition law on the local economy and
determine appropriate remedies taking the costs of intervention into account than
18
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lawyers? Is the reason an implicit belief that the legal system is more independent
than vested business interests? Is that assumption valid in developing countries?
Business organisations and transactions form a country’s economic history and the
relative costs of doing business. Understanding why transactions and organisations
have evolved the way they have needs to be understood. Asian business, for example,
is dominated by family conglomerates which may pose particular problems for
competition design and enforcement.19
Lawyers mostly use inductive reasoning – starting with the facts and analysing
differences and similarities in already-decided fact situations to determine which
legal rule is most appropriate. Legal methodology does not provide a way of determining economic effects with any pretence to scientific accuracy. On the other hand,
economists use deductive reasoning – developing abstract predictive models where
the accuracy of the prediction (e.g. does the merger lessen competition substantially)
is more important than the realism of the factual assumptions made. This is
problematic for the legal system because lawyers judge reliability on the basis of
facts not predictions.
When judges lack economic knowledge, they must rely on economic experts – leading
to the problem of epistemic asymmetry – where judges are not able to detect expert
bias and/or choose between competing economic evidence.
… in deciding to call or listen to an economic “expert” judges admit limitations to their knowledge for the purposes of legal decision-making, which
is an essential dimension of their legitimacy and authority.20
Of course, this assumes that there is a “correct” economic answer that can be determined by the legal system. In judging whether conduct is anti-competitive, economists
generally try to predict the consequences (price, output, innovation) with and without
the conduct. The impact of conduct depends on a great many factors which can differ
from case to case and country to country. Predicting the likely effects of conduct (as
the result of a merger, restrictions in a distribution contract, etc.) is difficult, usually
involving probabilities – that is, an expected impact with a range of possibilities.
Why should lawyers with no training in predicting economic effects decide cases?
This exercise is better undertaken by economists, unrestrained, rather than by lawyers,
judges or psychics.
While the legal system decides disputes based on the past and generally understands
that legal decisions impact on future conduct, determining the “right” or best decision

19
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to shape future business conduct is not paramount. As Massel notes in the United
States context:
Antitrust, the central area in the field of competition, is probably unique
among the government areas in which economic analysis can be applied.
Since our antitrust laws are forms of business regulation, their application
is focused on litigation …Even when broad policy issues are considered in
antitrust, the spotlight remains on litigation … The emphasis is on litigation
and the settlement of controversy, not on affirmative, non-litigious
government administration.21
If decisions are unlikely to maximise economic welfare, and because legal processes
are costly (due to admitting evidence under more restrictive rules than economists,
the time spent in discovery and other evidential proceedings combined with high
lawyer hourly rates), it is hard to see why competition principles should be determined
by the legal system. These problems are magnified in developing countries that lack
expertise and money to conduct proper evaluations under legal system rules. Better
that economists run the system.

V. Economists Should Play the Major Role in
Competition Law Design and Enforcement
New jurisdictions should design general competition rules to suit their local circumstances. This means devising a competition law regime which increases overall
economic welfare (or colloquially, increasing the size of the economic pie) through
improvements in short-term allocative efficiency and long-term economic and
institutional growth. Where possible, competition rules should also ensure the
economic gains are shared to some degree by consumers (distributive justice). There
is no need to introduce comprehensive competition laws to begin with. A focus on
cartels and distribution contracts might be preferable. Easterbrook argues that:
The legal system should be designed to minimise the total costs of (1)
anticompetitive practices that escape condemnation; (2) competitive
practices that are condemned or deterred; and (3) the system itself.22
This applies equally to regulatory actions. The economic system is more likely to
correct monopoly power than regulators or courts. In developing countries, regulators
are unlikely to be appealed due to lack of financial resources and the fact that
regulators are doing what their authoritarian government wants. Knowing this,
regulators are unconstrained and so more susceptible to corruption or government
direction. Ironically, competition law can impact adversely on economic growth.
21
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Governments can “signal” to investors that they have remedies against individual
or collective market power abuses but, in reality, it is used to disguise government
abuses. The task:
… is to create simple rules that will filter the category of probably-beneficial
practices out of the legal system, leaving to assessment under the Rule of
Reason only those with significant risks of competitive injury.23
This task is better left to economists unconstrained by artificial legal rules.
Designing, or adapting existing competition law could include:
-

Establishing an economic task force to examine likely anti-competitive
practices in a developing country, in conjunction with international economic
experts with practical experience of evaluating the impact of anti-competitive practices and the costs of intervention, including likely errors in
practice given local institutions. This could include a registration system
as in Europe and Australia.

-

The economic task force proceeds on a case-by-case basis, recommending
that anti-competitive practices be curbed when net benefits are demonstrated
in the local context, taking into account regulatory and judicial Type I and
Type II errors.

-

Lawyers devise competition law rules based on above taking into account
local legal requirements and regulatory and judicial expertise.

-

Economists control the administration of the competition law regulatory
agency, e.g. case selection, and constantly revise guidelines for business

If competition law is to serve mainly economic goals, then the institutional structure
should favour decision-makers who can best ensure good economic outcomes by
predicting the likely consequences of alleged anti-competitive conduct and determining whether an economy is better overall once all the costs and benefits have
been taken into account.
But developing countries usually have authoritarian governments and highly unequal
income and wealth distributions. Newly introduced competition laws, often introduced
at the behest of developed countries in exchange for trade deals, may be used to
promote elite interests and so not foster general economic development.
Transparent competition law decision-making is also required if general economic
development is to be achieved. However, transparency should not be related to issues
such as whether competition law decisions are the same as in other jurisdictions or
can be distinguished legally (the province of lawyers). Rather decisions should be
based on whether they actually improve economic welfare in an economy. Lawyers
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cannot do that. Only economists can examine a country’s economic situation and
analyse whether competition rules actually improve economic welfare, taking into
account any social costs including changes in behaviour and the costs of administration.
Accepting decisions in similar cases from other jurisdictions as precedent is likely
to be wrong because:
-

Goals in other jurisdictions may be different – innovation is more important
for developing countries than short-term allocative efficiency. So, “it is
adaptive rather than allocative efficiency which should be the guide to
policy.”

-

The impact of anti-competitive conduct may be different on price, output
and product quality.

-

The ability to assess actual impacts may be different

-

So, lawyers schooled in other jurisdictions can be dangerous.

New competition agencies and reviewing courts or tribunals are likely to make
mistakes – in terms of adversely impacting on economic outcomes. If a regulator
prohibits a beneficial practice, then the economic cost is not only for that particular
case but also for future beneficial conduct by other firms. New agencies know little
of domestic business practices and whether they are efficient or not in local circumstances. Regulators will be sceptical of novel explanations of business success in
the local conduct. Instead regulatory lawyers will look to similar conduct in cases
elsewhere – because they have no training in examining the efficiency of business
conduct. But while the conduct may be same in other jurisdictions, the consequences
are different.
Availability of evidence – underdeveloped countries do not have the economic
statistics available in developed countries. Also, there won’t be as many commercial
data firms. Hence the regulator will have to depend to a large degree on data from
those being investigated. This makes market definition and determining market shares
problematic.
There may be a tendency for lawyers in competition agencies to try and rely on per
se rules because they are easy to administer and promote in annual reports. For
example, section 4(2) of Malaysia’s Competition Act 2010 deems horizontal agreements which (a) fix price, (b) share markets, or (c) limit or control production, market
outlets, market access, technical or technological development, investment and
bid-rigging “to have the object of significantly preventing, restricting, or distorting
competition in any market”. So, irrespective of economic effect, the conduct is
sanctioned. Liability is avoided where the benefits of the agreement outweigh the
anti-competitive impact, but the onus of proof is on those potentially liable. This
means the Malaysian Competition Commission does not have to examine the
economic effects – for an agency trying to establish itself this can lead to an inclination
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to pursue conduct where there is little adverse economic impact. Often, apparently
contractual restrictions have positive benefits in developing counties as they were
designed around institutional deficiencies.
Given different economic and institutional conditions, competition regulators in
developing countries should conduct full inquiries into every alleged anti-competitive
practice, but limits on budgets, data and expertise mean this will not happen. For
developing countries, a decision needs to be made about whether to focus on consumer
welfare or overall efficiency, taking into account producer welfare. For export-only
industries, maximising producer welfare would seem appropriate and not improving
theoretical consumer welfare derived from an economic model.
But the reality is, in practice, that lawyers rely on decisions from other jurisdictions.
Lawyers have no expertise in assessing the consequences of alleged anti-competitive
conduct. Economists examine the economic facts in a case to determine whether a
practice has a net adverse impact given local conditions and the likely costs of
intervention, both direct (enforcement costs) and indirect (unintended adverse
consequences). Ideally the regulator or court should:
… consider the facts peculiar to the business to which the restraint is applied;
its condition before and after the restraint was imposed; the nature of the
restraint and its effect, actual or probable. The history of the restraint, the
evil believed to exist, the reason for adopting the particular remedy, the
purpose or end sought to be achieved are all relevant facts.24

VI. Conclusions
Fred Jenny has made a considerable contribution to the use of economics in competition law around the world. But economists should contribute more. Economic
analysis is technical. This creates a major problem for new competition law regimes
run by lawyers because competition law “has become increasingly dependent on
expertise that has become decreasingly accessible to non-experts.”25
Neoclassical economics confines the examination of the effects of anti-competitive
acts mostly in terms of their impact on price and output. So, whether a merger
substantially lessens competition is judged on whether the price is increase is likely
to be large. Economic models in these circumstances may rely on assumptions
unrelated to the circumstances of the case. Moving beyond just the impact as determined by legislation allows for a better understanding of whether conduct is good
or bad for an economy, given local circumstances. Unconstrained by legislation,
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economists can develop more realistic models to judge economic welfare. As Coase
notes:
The view that the worth of a theory is to be judged solely by the extent and
accuracy of its predictions seems to me wrong. Of course, any theory has
implications. It tells us that if something happens, something else will
follow, and it is true that most of us would not value the theory if we did
not think these implications corresponded to happenings in the real economic
system. But a theory is not like an airline or bus timetable. We are not
interested simply in the accuracy of its predictions. A theory also serves as
a base for thinking. It helps us to understand what is going on by enabling
us to organize our thoughts. Faced with a choice between a theory which
predicts well but gives us little insight into how the system works and one
which gives us this insight but predicts badly, I would choose the latter.26
Depending on models that simply give good predictions on price and output are
problematic. Australia started with a case-by-case approach to competition law.
Interventions were only made with a proper understanding practices as well as
considering the likely impact of conduct across a number of dimensions. With
understanding, it could be determined whether outcomes could be improved. NIE
adopts this approach by taking:
… a comparative contractual approach to economic organization in which
contractual variety is expected to reflect an economizing purpose. The
driving force affecting the choice of governance arrangements is the desire
to economize on the total costs of goods and services, including costs
associated with contractual hazards and the costs of institutional arrangements designed to address such hazards.27
While difficult, surely developing countries should take a comparative approach
when adopting competition law. To understand effects requires understanding how
markets work in each country. To decide what to do requires understanding how
effective new administrative bodies will be and whether the legal system is a help
or a hindrance. To promote development goals, instruments and laws different from
those in developed countries may be required. Yet rarely is this done.
Courts in developed countries have cut back on the application of per se rules –
recognising that they may not be beneficial overall – and relied more on rule of
reason or the application of a cost–benefit analysis of the alleged anti-competitive
conduct. The issue is problematic in new jurisdictions in developing countries because
the likely adjudication costs are not known and neither is the net impact of the alleged
anti-competitive conduct. This issue will not even be considered if a new agency is
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run by only lawyers, but it is more likely to be if the agency is run by economists.
Economists are better able to evaluate the impact of alleged anti-competitive conduct
on the basis of their own methodologies unconstrained by the legal system.
If economists take second place to the legal system, then their impact on the drafting
of competition laws and their enforcement depends on the ability of lawyer decisionmakers to understand economics. If decision-makers either ignore the economic
reasoning or misunderstand the economics, then wrong decisions will be made which
may impact on future economic growth by constraining future firm decision-making.
Why have a Rolls Royce legal adjudicative system not built for purpose when a more
effective and fuel efficient non-legal Renault will do?
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